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Answer the following questions to determine the current 
mobile responsiveness of your website. 
Tally the total score of the dots you filled in the end.

Our website uses fluid grids
Percentage based fluid grids allows your website to flex and adapt 
to any screen size.

Our images are flexible
Images that are sized in relative units prevents them from 
displaying outside their containers.

Our website has multiple size layouts
No design is universal. Great responsive websites have multiple layouts 
for each page to ensure the website looks its best on every browser.

Our web elements are scaled up for mobile
Simply having things scale down based on the browser isn’t good 
responsive web design. Making sure that your type and images are 
appropriately sized for the small screen is important.

Our navigation toggles for mobile
Large navigation bars often cannot fit inside the small mobile 
browser space. Having a toggle menu for your navigation ensures 
your user can easily access your entire website.

http://responsify.com


Responsive Web Design ScoreCard Results

9-14 PTS
Your website has the 
potential to be more 
responsive and retain 
more mobile customers
You’re almost there! Get the other 
tools available from us to achieve the 
top score and retain a larger audience.

15 PTS
Congratulations! Your 
website is optimized to 
retain a wide range of 
your mobile audience
How about evaluating yourself with 
the User Experience Scorecard next to 
evaluate your website is the perfect 
conversion machine.

1-8 PTS
Your website could use 
responsive upgrade to 
dramatically improve 
customer retention
Get help from a responsive web design 
pro and optimize your website to work 
across more devices.

Get a free assessment

Want to score even higher?
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